TUTORING IN MATHEMATICS.
F. H. SAFFORD, A.M.,
30 WENDELL ST., CAMBRIDGE.
INSTRUCTOR IN MATHEMATICS, HARVARD UNIVERSITY.

TUTORING.

Mr. WM. HERBERT KING, S.B.
(M. I. T. '94),
Will tutor in First Year Subjects and Course IX. Studies.
Box 125, Cage.

REVRESIBLE COLLAR CO.,
77 Franklin St., N. Y. 27 Kilby St., Boston.

The "LINENE" are the best and most economical Collars and Cuffs worn; they are made of fine cloth, both sides finished alike, and, being reversible, one collar is equal to two of any other kind.

They look like linen, and are the only goods that a well-dressed gentleman can wear in place of real linen.

They are not to be washed; all laundry trouble and expense are avoided.

They are perfect-fitting, retaining their shape better than any other goods.

A box of ten Collars or five pairs of Cuffs for twenty-five cents.

A sample Collar and pair of Cuffs by mail for six cents in postage stamps. Name style and size. Address

HOUGHTON & DUTTON.
Pictures, Picture Frames and Mirrors.
No. 3 BEACON STREET--GROUND FLOOR.

We can save you MUCH MONEY on READYMADE FRAMES, which we can sell you for HALF THE PRICE that you would pay for frames made to order.

We also have our own Factory, where we manufacture Mouldings of all descriptions, and can frame your pictures to order at prices far less than you would pay for the same work at picture stores.

We make a specialty of French and German Plate Mirrors of all sizes. Cabinets, Medallion Pictures, etc., etc.

TREMONT AND BEACON STREETS, BOSTON.